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A fresh take on the craft of woodburning focusing on the drawing, lettering, and design elements

that when learned will add dimension and composition to any pyrography project.
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This woodburning book is a wonderful addition to my brief library of other woodburning books I have

purchased. It is not just copying someone else's designs, but helps you create a variety of designs

and even gives one ideas for other designs that can be created free-form. I really like this book and

will be using it for many different projects from cane and walking stick creations to more traditional

woodburning projects.

Great book with many new and intricate designs that I have not seen before. Has many different

ideas that can be incorporate in your own pieces and do not have to be copied out of the book.

Teaches you about the various tips and how to properly use them as well as provides guidance for

works the author recommends and tips on how to create your own designs. Very well written.

But it turned out to have more than I thought. I was merely looking for pattern/design ideas, and

while there weren't that many, it really made up for it with all the different techniques and styles of

woodburner equipment.

Deborah Pompano gives a good summary on the tools she recommends from Woodburning.com,



but really she should have written down the tool numbers on her recommendation to save the

reader some time. I personally searched on line with her recommended company and looking at the

sketched drawing, or photo raised a question does this tool match her recommendation?

Woodburning.com has all the tools available to do some very fine work if the artist is qualified with

the skill to accomplish the different task. In saying that, when you recommend a tool, it only takes an

experience person a minute to match the tool with the one recommended as a reference in her

book. Not knowing the tool names or there specific use, it took me well over an hour to search and

find the tools needed... I based this on no experience or familiarity with the catalog or tools from

woodburning.com! Even then I could not find the (FT) Fixed Tip and (RT) Replacement Tips and the

cost difference until I sent a message to the company! After I did that, everything became available

with the proper index! I am anxious to begin some training as soon as I get my tips oredered. This

book is a valued tool if you are a serious person in the adventure of woodburning!

Wonder burning book to use and make some beautiful wood burnings. It will take you a year to get

through all the burnings in the book if you do them correctly

Never wood burned before. Love woodworking though. Read the book. Bought some cheap

basswood to begin with. Followed the very simple directions. And now, I have two very lovely

projects completed. It is a blast. I feel like a kid in art class. Sketching has always come naturally to

me. Even if it did not, this would work. The method of tracing the patterns onto the wood before one

burns is key. By the time one begins to burn the pattern on, they have traced it twice. So, the

muscle memory that has developed makes the project turn out easily.Totally impressed by the

results and having fun dreaming up new patterns!

I like this book, but was hoping for a larger variety of patterns. This book does allow for you to mix

and match to create scenes to woodburn. I plan to use a few of the scenes in it. Some of the

designs are for more advanced woodburners and there's also some for beginners. It's a nice book.

I love this product it has been giving me great ideas for great woodburning projects. I look forward to

future woodburning books. I would recommend this book to anyone that is interested in

woodburning or any type of medium of art just for idea purposes but mostly those interested in

pyrography.
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